Experience the Inner Leader Movement
Fast-Track Coaching
Unlock the Power of Your Heart Intelligence and Intuition for Clear Direction
Establish Courage, Confidence and Success as Life Anchors

Overview
The Inner Leader Movement is an intuitive, evolutionary process helping you
access your true inner leader propelled by heart’s intuition and soul’s wisdom.
This evolutionary process includes coaching, mentoring and intuitive
transmissions with your spiritual coach, Angel intuitive and master teacher,
Lisa A. Clayton.
Your inner leader’s compass guides you to your inner power of courage and
confidence with strong connections to your Divine Team fully activating your
spiritual gifts and resources.
Understanding and trusting your intuition along with claiming your true essence
can create success in your world and establish relationships that are meaningful,
abundant and fulfilling; bringing you to an alignment with your bigger spiritual
gifts and life mission you are here to contribute and experience.

“Instead of ‘finding yourself’ the Inner Leader Movement is about ‘knowing and
evolving yourself’.” ~Lisa A. Clayton

Questions and Benefits
Have you found yourself asking similar questions and feeling the nudges?
© What do I REALLY want to create with my life? Deep inside I feel like there
is more waiting for me. How do I get there?
© I know I am ready for a shift in my work and career, yet I don’t know how to
start.
© How do I get the courage and confidence to make the big changes my heart
is yearning for?
Tap into your spiritual success so you can...
© Melt away fear and anxiety.
© Connect with your spiritual gifts to create a new foundation of trust and
confidence.
© Unlock your heart’s intuition, intelligence and soul wisdom for success,
clarity and direction.
How do you get to the essence of the true AWE in you?
It all starts within the heart! Navigating life and creating a coherent flow requires
an upgrade in “inner leader guidance and inner technology of the heart.” Inner
heart technology has two operating systems of heart intelligence and intuition
which reveals your true essence. Your heart is the activator for your soul’s
knowing and wisdom.
The Inner Leader Movement brings forth your unique gifts aligned with your heart
intelligence and intuition by connecting, learning and expanding in three
dimensions: Above, Within and Earth-below (AWE).
The AWE-You energy circuitry and evolutionary methodology creates an
alignment and flow that brings greater harmony, joy, happiness and success by
accessing and trusting your inner leader daily.
ABOVE: Connect with Higher Heart Intuition: Sparking intuition through higher
heart activation and raising your spiritual vibration will help you hold a new reality

and manifest it quickly. Opening your heart to receive Divine dimensional energy
and guidance creates a new foundation of trust.
WITHIN: Learn Heart’s Intuitive Intelligence: Integrating proven heart-focused
techniques along with guided learning methods to explore unchartered heart
qualities and wisdom chambers unlocks unknown potential. Utilizing the power of
emotions and deepening your heart core values rewires your internal circuitry for
the “release and receive” energy which opens up heart’s intuitive intelligence as
you make changes and upgrade your life.
EARTH-Below: Expand Heart Healing: Chakra energy alignments with imprint
upgrades and your own nature spirit-being integrations will take you deeper into
your inner power to “heal and seal” grief, sabotage, loss and fear that will come
up as you make changes for a new earth journey. Manifestation happens when
you are clear and open by increasing heart-healing abilities that will attract
experiences, opportunities, connections and compensation in your life.
The Inner Leader Fast Track Program
Know Thyself as Spiritual Self
The Inner Leader Fast Track Program is a six-week coaching experience covering
key guiding principles in two sessions for each of the Above, Within and Earthbelow dimensions.
Session One:
Session Two:
Session Three:
Session Four:
Session Five:
Session Six:

Above: Intuitive Transmission: Who’s your “Now Team?”
Within: Mind-Thoughts: What’s your story? How does it
prevent Spiritual-Self needs?
Earth-below: Magnetizing and Manifestation: Shifting your
earth reality
Above: Intuitive Transmission: Chakra alignment with your
Now Team
Within: Letting Go (Mind) vs. Surrender (Heart): Figuring it out
vs. Intuitive insight
Earth-below: The AWE-You Plan: Future visioning

Inner Leader Movement Coaching Benefits
© Connect, learn and expand your own unique inner leader abilities and gifts
through deep discovery and healing to live the life you are meant to live.
© Access your best inner resources of heart intuition and intelligence using
them as the GPS system for your life.
© Increase coherent flows of energy and connections Above, Within and
Earth-below for building and sustaining resiliency-vitality. By integrating
higher heart frequencies and guidance daily, your Spiritual-Self
evolutionary cycle of now becomes an inspiring and fulfilling journey.

Courage. Confidence. Success.

